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For this user that considered HPE Nimble 
Storage and Pure Storage FlashArray, cost and 

ratings were deciding factors.

Ease of use is one of Pure Storage FlashArray’s top 
benefits. 68% of reviewers mention that Pure storage 
FlashArray is easy to use and manage. One of the 
most common cons for HPE Nimble Storage was that 
it is difficult to use and lacks documentation.

Speed is the most common benefit for Pure 
Storage FlashArray, mentioned in 86% of reviews. 
In contrast, speed is listed as a negative in 14% of 
reviews for HPE Nimble Storage.

Compared to HPE Nimble Storage, customers who went with Pure Storage FlashArray are:

For this user that has experience with both 
products, ease of use is a differentiator for 

Pure Storage FlashArray.

analyzed reviews, ratings, and buyer behavior to determine where Pure Storage FlashArray wins over HPE Nimble Storage. Published on 7/8/2020.

Where wins over HPE Nimble Storage

“The installation was the fastest of any I have ever 
seen. It was easy and straight forward. I allowed the 
Pure engineer and sales engineer access to the rack 
and the next thing I knew they were done. Absolutely 
amazing and seamless integration with our network 
and overall architecture. Very easy in all areas to use.”

“The GUI that they have is by far the simplest I have 
used with any vendor. I have used HP, NetApp, Dell, 
and others and Pure Storage surpasses them all by a 
long shot.”

“Upgrades are beyond easy. Pure Storage does all the 
testing prep work and upgrade. Our upgrade went as 
follows: Beginning of the day - Pure Storage is 
upgrading the array today during a busy production 
day. End of the day - Pure Storage is done. Zero 
downtime or performance issues.”

For this user, ROI and performance were the most 
important factors in choosing Pure Storage 

FlashArray over alternatives.

Pure Storage FlashArray is TRUE certified and won the 
Top Rated award for Enterprise Flash Array Storage 

Solutions, whereas HPE Nimble Storage did not.

1.6x
as likely

to use the solution in an 
enterprise setting 

(35% vs 54%)

1.6x
as likely

to list support as a top pro for 
their solution
 (30% vs 50%)

2x
as likely

to call out long term cost as a 
positive factor

Verified User, IT Team Lead | Higher Education | 10,001+ employees

Todd Rasmussen, CIO | Paramount Acceptance | 51-200 employees

Mike McFarland, IT Manager | West Coast University | 1001-5000 employees

Pure Storage FlashArray wins over HPE Nimble Storage 
for Ease of Use and Speed.
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